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Humility + Resolve 
= Integrity



1. World Defines 
2. Bible Defines
3. Why it is so important
4. Model for Integrity
5. Symptoms: lack of integrity
6. Antidote: Integrity

INTEGRITY



There once was a man named Job who lived in the 
land of Uz. He was blameless—
a man of complete integrity. 

He feared God and stayed away from evil. 
Job 1:1 (NLT)



The LORD said to Satan, “Have you considered My servant Job? For there is no 
one like him on the earth, a blameless and upright man fearing God and 
turning away from evil. And he still holds fast his integrity, although you 
incited Me against him to ruin him without cause.” Job 2:3(NASB) 

So he shepherded them according to the integrity of his heart, And guided them 
with his skillful hands.) Psalm 78:72 (NASB) 

"As for you, if you will walk before Me as your father David 
walked, in integrity of heart, 1 Kings 9:4a (NASB) 

The LORD detests people with crooked hearts, but 
he delights in those with integrity. Proverbs 11:20 (NLT)
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Integrity	Definition.

It literally means the "integration" of one's philosophy 
into a rational mental substance that gives one 
character and "integrity.” Plato

in·te·grate verb \ˈin-tə-ˌgrāt\ : to combine (two or more 
things) to form or create something : to make 
(something) a part of another larger thing : to make (a 
person or group) part of a larger group or organization
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“Integrity is what exists in the space 
between a man’s word and his actions”



Biblical Integrity- Well Ordered Man

Moral Integrity:               measurement of man’s values
Financial integrity:           measurement of man’s priorities
Sexual integrity:               measurement of man’s sexual expression
Relational Integrity:         measurement of man’s love for another
Spiritual Integrity:            measurement of man’s submission to the spirit
Verbal Integrity:               Measurement of a man’s heartfelt obedience



A man must not commit his body to do that 
which he is unwilling to do with his entire life.
Sexual Integrity dictates that which a man 
commits his body to, he must also commit his 
heart and mind to.

Sexual Integrity





Integrity is the tension a man feels in between life’s tough decisions.
Integrity invites a man to choose God’s Truth.
Integrity is the negotiator between the soul and spirit.
Integrity is the tension that truth creates in its attempt to lead man.
Integrity is not perfection in goodness, but passion for godliness.
Integrity is a man response in truth to life’s circumstances.
Integrity is the courage to hold fast to Divine truth for his Divine destiny

The Bible does not define integrity as a man getting good, but a man getting 
God.

You don't get good then get God you get God then get good

Biblical Integrity – Not Sinless but Blameless




